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All Christian Denominations Are Promoting the Luciferian Programme

The plan of the Illuminati/Luciferians is to mix up the races and promote mongrelization/miscegenation as a means of destroying the Aryan Nordic Race and their Christian religion. Since all the churches condone and further this policy they must be under Illuminati/Satanic control. This includes just about all the evangelical churches and such widely diverse groups as Baptists, Methodists, Jehovah's Witnesses, Christadelphians, Seventh Day Adventists, Anglicans and Catholics etc. They may be divided against each other and differ greatly in their doctrinal position but in one respect they are all of the same mind. They all support the Satanism of Race Mixing and Mixed Breeding. As one tiny example the Christian Science Foundation in their blatantly misleading book 'Answers To The 4 Big Questions' states that "The only marriages that God frowns upon are those of Christian with non-Christian". This same trash book also tells us that Adam was probably brown and "Noah and his family were probably mid-brown".

Now to demonstrate the LIE of this one has only to open Young or Strong's Exhaustive Concordance to the Bible. The Hebrew word translated "man" is "adam" pronounced awdawn which means "to show blood in the face, to blush or turn rosy, to be made red or ruddy". Can a black or brown man do this? The Bible clearly tells us that "Noah was a just man ("tsaddiyq - righteous") and perfect ("tamiym, without blemish, undefiled") in his generations". Gen.6:9. Literally a righteous man of pure racial extraction without any taint of mongrelisation. A pure-blooded descendant of Adam. Both Adam and Noah were White Aryans. Sarah, the half sister and wife of Abraham is described as "a fair woman to look upon", "she was very fair". Genesis 12:11.14. It is evident that they were both fair-skinned blue-eyed blondes. Their son Isaac (Saacsons or SAXONS - the word means sons of (1)saac) married into
the family line, so did their grandson Jacob, while Esau who married foreign women was rejected. All the patriarchs were White Aryans and their true descendants today, the real Israel of the Bible are the White Caucasians. The Celtic-Anglo-Saxon-Nordie-Germanic people are the true Israel. Throughout the pages of the Bible, God repeatedly told these people not to mix their blood with other races. Israel was to be SEPARATED" and "SEVERED” "FROM ALL THE PEOPLE THAT ARE UPON THE FACE OF THE EARTH". 1 Kings 8:53 Lev. 20:24, 26 Exodus 33:16 Joshua 23:12-13. People like Batten, Ham, Sarfati and Weiland, authors of the book above are teaching the people the doctrine of Lucifer. While posing as Christians they are telling people to disregard the Will of Almighty God that the Aryan Nordic Race should remain a separate people and not to mix with the dark races. The Law of Separation and Segregation is God's Law. Those who teach against it are doing the devil's work.


This is why today we see Jew controlled T.V. and advertising and the Jewish Press constantly pushing and promoting the Negro and why we have large numbers of Negroes in English football teams. Black Africans have been imported into Britain for one reason only. TO DESTROY US BY MONGRELISATION/MISCEGENATION. Rabbi Emmanuel Rabinovitch made this clear enough in his leaked speech. "MIXING THE DARK WITH THE WHITE MEANS AN END OF THE WHITEMAN AND OUR MOST DANGEROUS ENEMY WILL BECOME ONLY A MEMORY". ‘The Canadian Intelligence Service’, Sept. 1952 and U. S. publication Common Sense. Full text on page 5 of History of the Jews, Eustace Mullins. All this was confirmed by Rabbi Abraham Feinberg

Your race and nation is being destroyed. What are you doing about it?

**Christian Churches Controlled**

If space permitted we could demonstrate that all the Churches are controlled by a secret elite of fabulous wealth who control all the secret societies, at the top, and everything else of consequence on the planet. This elite are the visible agents of Satan on earth. Through religion and secret societies demonic forces rule this world and are leading the people to ruin, to enslavement and death.

"Through religion we have gained complete control of society, government and economics. No law is ever passed except its merits have previously been taught from the pulpits. An example of this is race equality which led to integration and ultimately to mongrelisation. We are amazed by the Christian's stupidity in receiving our teachings and propagating them as their own. Judaism (the modern name for the religion of the Pharisees or, according to Rabbi Wise, another name for Communism) is not only the teaching of the synagogue, but also the doctrine of every Christian Church. We were able to involve the ignorant White Christians in wars against themselves which always impoverished both sides while we reaped a financial and political harvest. Through propaganda the Church has become our most avid supporter. This has given us a special place in society, their believing the lie that we are the 'chosen people' and they gentiles. These deluded children of the Church defend us to the point of destroying their own culture.

Through democracy we have gained control of their nation... democracy is mob rule which we control through their Churches, our news media and economic institutions. Their religion is only another channel through which we can direct the power of our propaganda. These religious puppets' stupidity is only exceeded by their cowardice, for they are ruled
easily. Religion too, must be taught, and through this necessity we have laboured. With our control of their text book industry and the news media, we have been able to hold ourselves up as authorities on religion. Many of our rabbis now hold professorships in supposed Christian theological seminaries. The invisible rulers in the Communist countries have a world control over the propaganda and the governments of the free countries. We control every media of expression, including newspapers, magazines, radio and television. Even your music! We censor the song released for publication long before they reach the publishers. Before long we will have complete control of your thinking.

“What I have told you is true - ALL of it. I don't need to lie. You and we actually have a different God. We are god's chosen people. Most Jews do not like to admit it, but our god is Lucifer so I wasn't lying - and we are his chosen people. Lucifer is very much alive. The blood of the masses will flow as we wait for our day of world victory". --- The Confessions of Harold Wallace Rosenthal, murdered by Mossad. All of the above is also confirmed by New York Lawyer Henry Klein in his books, *Zionism Rules The World* and *A Jew Exposes The Jewish Worldwide Conspiracy*, also murdered. Read: *The Truth About The Talmud*. Judaism's Holiest Book. Michael Hoffman and Alan. Critchley.

**The Christian Churches March Against 'Racism' 2000**

All the so called Christian churches of every denomination have organised a march in London against 'Racism' scheduled for 10 September. They must be mad. They are a disgrace. They have all effectively pulled the wool over their members' eyes about what is happening to our country. Britain is being handed over to foreigners and our race is being destroyed and they are supporting it. Their march is against the Bible. For this book teaches that God separated the races in the beginning assigning to each race its own portion of the globe. Dent. 318. Their march is against God who abhors race mixing and mongrelisation and warned the nation of Israel against it repeatedly in the pages of the Bible. He told them that mixed breeds were never to be numbered amongst His people. The Hebrew word is 'mamzer' meaning a
mix breed, translated 'bastard'. Deut. 23:2. Their march is against Jesus Christ. For Christ said 'I am sent only to the lost sheep of the house of Israel', and told his disciples to go only to these people and no one else. Matt 10:5-6.

He called the Jews everything short of swearing at them: 'hypocrites, white washed sepulchres, clean on the outside and filthy within', ‘serpents’, 'snakes', 'wolves', 'swine', 'dogs', 'tares', 'of your father the Devil', 'the synagogue of Satan', John 8:44, Rev 2:9 and Rev 3:9. This would certainly have made him a ‘racist’. Clearly, in Christ's teaching the Jews and Israelites were entirely different races. The silly Christian churches haven't grasped that simple fact yet. The true Israelites today are the White Caucasian Race and the Jews are their ancient enemy the Biblical Edomites, Canaanites and Amalekites. ‘The people of my curse' Isaiah 34:5 'the people against whom the Lord bath indignation for ever'. Malachi 1:4. The people who would hatch a plot to destroy the true Israel. Psalm 83. The churches are now marching in support of this anti-God conspiracy, not realising that the goal is also the destruction of Christianity. One World Government. One World Race. One World Religion. If they had the wit to realise it they are marching in support of the destruction of their own religion and their own race.

The Plan revealed

Here in symbolic form is represented the great secret aim of the Illuminati that they are now working ceaselessly to accomplish. The great two horned goat has inscribed on its forehead the five pointed star-symbol of ancient secret societies, the House of Rothschild and International Communism. The fiery torch represents Moloch - the destroyer of children. The right hand of "the devil's angel" is raised with two fingers pointing upwards to the white moon. The white moon stands for the Children of Shem - the White Race. "Solve" means break up or dissolve. The two fingers of the left hand point downwards to the black moon. The black moon stands for the Dark Races. Coagula means to curdle or clot, to make solid. The beast sits on the throne of the world and the great secret is revealed. The Great White Race of Shem is to be destroyed by mixing with the Dark Races.
Every individual and organisation that is now supporting this cause, including the churches, past and present 'British' governments, Masonry, The World Council of Churches, the U.N. etc. are under Satanic control. The Bible nowhere teaches the amalgamation of races. God is the author of racial separation. Integration and mongrelisation is Satanic. RACE MIXING IS SATANISM. Christians must choose whether they will support the Illuminati/Satanic programme to mix up the races, or whether they will obey God and His Law of Racial Separation and Segregation? The choice is a simple one: will you obey God or the Devil? Are you for God and your country, or World Jewry?

The Real Movers and Pushers behind Race Mixing

In 1993, a Jew called Jeffrey M. Peck, whose family left Germany when Hitler came to power, made the following statement to the German Historical Institute in Washington D.C. He spoke of Germany but exactly the same plan is in operation for Britain. "With time, I would hope that the image of the German body politic might be changed from exclusively White, German and Christian, to Brown, Yellow and Black, Muslim and Jewish". From the book End Times/End Games, the Final Months of the Jewish Century, 1999 Hans Schmidt.

The plan to destroy the White race and their Christian religion is not new. It was formulated long ago. But it has taken two World Wars, massive propaganda and dictatorial Race Laws to make the British and related peoples docile and daft enough to accept it. In The Jewish World of 9th February 1883 the final aim is clearly stated: "The great ideal of Judaism, is that the whole world shall be imbued with Jewish teachings, and that in a Brotherhood of nations --- a greater Judaism --- ALL THE SEPARATE RACES AND RELIGIONS SHALL DISAPPEAR".

So there you have it. The destruction of Race and the destruction of religion is the goal. No one, with eyes still in his head, can fail to see that this plan is now well on the way to fulfillment. In a letter by Baruch Levy to Karl Marx, published in La Revue de Paris page 574 the intention of the Jews to gain world control over the ruins of White Christian
Civilisation is made crystal clear; "The Jewish people as a whole will be its own Messiah. IT WILL OBTAIN WORLD DOMINION BY THE DISSOLUTION OF OTHER RACES, BY THE ABOLITION OF FRONTIERS, THE ANNIHILATION OF MONARCHY, AND BY THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A WORLD REPUBLIC".

In 1912, Israel Cohen, a Jewish Communist spokesman in America wrote a book called *A Racial Programme for the Twentieth Century*. This programme has been followed to the letter and is being followed today: "We must realize that our party's most powerful weapon is racial tension. By pounding into the consciousness of the dark races that for centuries they have been oppressed by the Whites we can mould them to our program of the Communist Party. The words Colonialism and Imperialism must be featured in our propaganda. In America we will aim for subtle victory. While inflaming the Negro against the Whites we will endeavour to instil into the Whites a guilt complex for their exploitation of the Negroes. WE WILL AID THE NEGROES TO RISE TO PROMINENCE IN EVERY WALK OF LIFE. IN THE PROFESSIONS AND THE WORLD OF SPORT AND ENTERTAINMENT. WITH THIS PRESTIGE THE NEGRO WILL BE ABLE TO INTERMARRY WITH THE WHITES AND BEGIN A PROCESS WHICH WILL DELIVER AMERICA (AND BRITAIN) TO OUR CAUSE". The attitude of Jews to coloured immigration into OUR COUNTRY can be summarised by quoting the lying and scurrilous Red Jew Gerry Gable and his Communist sink magazine (funded with lottery money) Searchlight: "Asylum seekers welcome here! SAY NO TO RACISM". Yet his own Talmud teaches RACE HATE as no other book has ever done, or could do. Jewish Israel does not say this. They only want Jews.

Jew-controlled TV and the Press pumps out misinformation, distortions and downright lies, liberally dosed with masses of trivia and sweet nothingness. "The function of a journalist is to DESTROY TRUTH, TO LIE OPENLY AND TO CRAWL AT THE FEET OF MAMMON AND TO SELL HIS RACE AND HIS COUNTRY FOR HIS DAILY BREAD. WE ARE TOOLS AND PUPPETS OF RICH MEN WHO STAY BEHIND THE SCENES. WE ARE JUMPING JACKS, THEY PULL
"The media in the western democracies is exposed as constituting a LIE MACHINE of greater extent than many of the independently minded have perceived." The Hoax of the Twentieth Century, Prof. Arthur Butz.

The Edomite Jews and their evil Talmud

Over 90% of Jews --- the Ashkenazim --- are descended from the Turkish/Mongol Khazars of Eastern Europe whose king, Bhulan, adopted the religion of Talmudism/Judaism for his people in the eighth century A.D. Not a single drop of Israelite blood flows in their veins. They have stolen the name and the land of Israel. Every day they are murdering Palestinians whose lands they have stolen. In May 1948, when Britain terminated her mandate of Palestine and withdrew her forces, some 200 British soldiers and 90 British policemen had been done to death by the Jews, almost all in circumstances of cold blooded murder i.e., shooting in the back, shooting wounded in hospital and two British Army sergeants suffered slow strangulation with piano wire and their bodies were booby trapped in an attempt to kill their comrades when they cut them down.

At Deir Yassin and Qibya the Jews committed unspeakable atrocities against unarmed and defenceless Arabs, including pregnant women and children, killing hundreds of them. The Jewish Irgun, Zvai, Leumi and Stern Gangs were the most brutal and ruthless terrorist organisations of the twentieth century. The 1925 edition of the Jewish Encyclopaedia confirms that the Khazars are Edomites and that their ancestors came originally from the Seir Mountains south east of Palestine. This was the ancestral home of Esau/Edom. "Hence he was called Edom or red". Genesis 25:25. 30 Moftatt. Red, the colour of blood, was affixed to Edom. Thus we have the Red Flag, the Red Army and Red Communism. All controlled by Jews. Read Behind Communism, Frank Brittan. The Mass Media --- all under Khazar/Edomite control has falsified history and whitewashes the greatest villains and scoundrels in all of history.
They have reversed the truth. It is certain that they will provoke WWIII in Palestine.

At a secret base at Dimona in the Negev the Jews have stockpiled some 500 nuclear bombs. They also have stockpiles of biological and chemical weapons. Why does the tiny (Israeli?) Edomite State feel they need all these weapons of mass destruction? Believe me when I tell you that all of these weapons pose a terrific threat to all of the White Christian countries. The U. S. Air Force and the RAF should immediately take out these weapons and stop bombing Iraq --- the Jew's enemy. "Before we Jews will again be carried off to the ovens, we will pull down the temple of humanity" --- Israeli general. "The Financiers would rather see the whole world go up in flames than abandon one jot of their programme" --- Prof. Frederick Soddy.

Note: Informed sources refer to the alleged Holocaust as the Holohoax. Prof. Arthur Butz, after an exhaustive, in-depth study of the whole subject called it 'The Hoax of the Twentieth Century'. Read his book of the same title. The people who suffered and lost the most in WW2 were the Germans, not the Jews. RAF Bomber Command, directed by the Jew Zuckerman and his lackey 'Bomber' Harris, destroyed German cities, killing hundreds of thousands of German women and children. After WW2, the Americans and French, with the connivance of the warmonger Churchill, deliberately murdered tens of thousands of German POWs. The allies committed more crimes in WW2 than the Germans ever committed, but the victors write the history. Read Other Losses, by James Bacque. As Henry Ford said, "History is hunk".

The Romanian Jew, Marcus Eli Ravage wrote in the Century Magazine of 1928, "WE WERE THE PRIMARY CAUSE, NOT ONLY OF THE LAST WAR (1914-1918) BUT OF ALMOST ALL YOUR WARS. WE WERE THE PRIMARY PROMOTERS NOT ONLY OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION BUT OF ALL THE GREAT REVOLUTIONS OF YOUR HISTORY". "It is with relief that we realize the Goy (human vermin) will never be able to grasp the gravity of our guilt".
The real villains of world history are not the Kaisers and Hitlers but the Khazar/Edomites led by the HOUSE OF ROTHSCILD. They have shed blood in rivers and torrents. They are the embodiment of EVIL ON EARTH. "We shall drive the Christians into wars by exploiting their national vanity and stupidity. They will then massacre each other thus giving place to our people". Rabbi Reichorn, Le Contemporaim (July 1st 1860). Quoted in 'Causes And Effects Of The First World War', by Capt. Ken McKilliam.

"The Talmud causes Jews to hate Christians and the Protocols provide a way in which Christian Civilisation may be destroyed". A Jew Exposes The Jewish Worldwide Conspiracy, New York Lawyer, Henry Klein. Murdered by his tribe. The Jewish religious book, the Talmud, contains the vilest blasphemies against Jesus Christ ever written. With reference to excrement, semen and bestiality, it is unprintable. The Talmud also heartily condones and encourages every crime known to man, provided only that they are committed against the Goyim, Akum, Kuthrim --- code names for non-Jews meaning cattle and vermin. If space permitted we could quote the Talmud proving that it teaches lies, theft, perjury, homosexuality, paedophilia and murder ad infinitum. Read Facts are Facts, by Benjamin Freedman, The Jewish Religion, Its Influence Today by Elizabeth Dilling and The Jews and Their Lies by Martin Luther.

**Attack on America**

On Tuesday 11th September two hijacked American jet airliners flew into the 1,368 and 1,362 feet tall Twin Towers of the New York Trade Centre, and a third jet into the Pentagon in Washington; a fourth jet, believed to be heading for the White House, crashed in Pennsylvania. The resulting scenes of carnage were beamed live on TV around the world and the footage of the big jets, laden with fuel, flying straight into the towers was repeated a hundred times. Over 5,000 people are said to have been killed in the attacks. Almost immediately, Saudi born Osama bin Laden and his fanatical followers were blamed for the atrocities. Bin Laden and the Afghan Mojahedin were trained and financed by Britain and America when they were fighting to free Afghanistan from Russian occupation. It was claimed that the American Security Services knew nothing of the
impending attacks and, therefore, completely failed America, although it was admitted that the FBI had at least two of the hijackers under surveillance but lost contact with them (a likely story). People around the world, bombarded with non-stop television images and commentary have completely swallowed, like dumb sheep, the official story of the outrage. The British have become a nation of TV zombies.

An old soldier with some experience of explosives wrote to me saying that there is no way that the jets alone could have brought down the New York Twin Towers. "I saw it on TV here. They went down like an elevator, but the mass media has ignored it ever since. Why? The way to demolish sky-scrappers is by timed explosions: boom-boom-boom-boom. it starts at the top and ends at the bottom. The building goes down like a hoist and ends up as rubble on the pavement." He added, "Somebody knew something bad was going to happen and got rid of their shares. (They made about 800 million) Did Mossad warn the Jewish money-lenders of some act of terror ... ? If it was Jews who sold them 1 fancy we will hear no more about the sale." The owner of the Twin Towers (now ex-owner) is a Jew Silverstein. In an article in The Times of 6 Nov. 01 it was stated: "there were 2000 Jews working in the World Trade Centre, and not one of them turned up for work on 11 Sept. At least that is the rumour going round the Asian community".

**American People Totally Deceived about Pearl Harbour**

Since the devastating attack has been compared to the Japanese "surprise" attack on the American Pacific Fleet in Hawaii on December 7th 1941, a few FACTS should be pointed out for comparison. The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour was DELIBERATELY ENGINEERED BY THE ROOSEVELT ADMINISTRATION to get America into WWII. The Americans purposely provoked and insulted the Japanese and imposed impossible conditions on them, so they had no recourse but to fight. Roosevelt sent US destroyers into Japanese territorial waters before Pearl Harbour and, along with the British and Dutch, cut off iron and oil shipments to Japan. American code experts had broken the secret Japanese 'Purple Code' which clearly showed that an attack on Pearl
Harbour was imminent. Roosevelt had a ten-day warning of the attack but failed to warn Admiral Kimmel and General Short, the Commanders at Pearl. These two commanders were DELIBERATELY DENIED INTELLIGENCE OF THE IMPENDING ATTACK. The US Fleet was spread out like so many sitting ducks, but the carriers which would be needed later were removed, and the Japs were allowed to bomb them out of the water. The plan was to so outrage American public opinion so that they would clamour for war (exactly as they are doing now) and it was entirely successful. The 3,077 lives lost at Pearl Harbour were MURDERED BY THEIR OWN GOVERNMENT. For confirmation consult *The Final Secret of Pearl Harbour*, by Rear-Admiral Rollers Theobald, with Forewards by Admirals Kimmal and Halsey, *The Warlords of Washington*, by Col. Curtis Dall - son-in-law of Roosevelt.

**Jewish Zionists control America**

The Arabs view America as "the Great Satan" because of their unconditional support, both military and financial, (billions of dollars in aid every year) for the TERRORIST EDOMITE ISRAELI STATE AGAINST THE ARABS. If we are to believe Col. John Beatty, Intelligence Officer to the White House during WWH, and Major Robert Williams of US Counter-Intelligence AMERICA IS TOTALLY UNDER JEWISH CONTROL. Col. Beatty wrote that Khazar Jews, members of exactly the same tribe who ruled Russia, had infiltrated the American Government and Administration and were the real makers of foreign policy; that they controlled the American media; were brainwashing the people; undermining the Constitution and destroying America from within. Major Robert Williams wrote, "UNLESS THE AMERICAN PEOPLE RECAPTURE THEIR GOVERNMENT AND SMASH THE ZIONIST MACHINE, THE INSANE ELEMENTS IN THAT MACHINE MAY WIPE OUT MANKIND". Consult *Iron Curtain Over America*, by Beatty, and, *The Ultimate World Order* by Williams. Informed Americans refer to their government as 'ZOG' Zionist Occupation Government. The American people have been brainwashed up to their eyeballs by their lying news media.
The Edomite Jews who control America are using that country’s immense military machine to crush the enemies of misnamed ‘Israel’, like Iraq. Saddam Hussein never threatened British or American interests, but he did threaten 'Israel'; that is why the Jews used America to destroy Iraq as a threat to Israel. If we had space, we could demonstrate that the American Secret Services, like the CIA and FBI are CRIMINAL ORGANISATIONS controlled by Edomites and working hand-in-glove with Mossad, whose motto is 'By Deception We Shall Wage War'. They, amongst many other things, bombed the Oklahoma building to discredit the American militias. Timothy McVeigh was set up. Gen. Benton K Partin, one of the top explosives experts in the USAF, wrote to Sen. Trent Lott, at the US Senate, "The photos present IRREFUTABLE EVIDENCE that at least four demolition charges were set off at four critical columns of the reinforced concrete at the floor level of the third floor. Oklahoma was not caused solely by the truck bomb. Both Oklahoma and the Trade Centre (first bombing) show evidence of a counter terrorism sting gone wrong". John F Kennedy was also assassinated by the CIA and Mossad. Lee Harvey Oswald was set up as the 'fall guy', and shot by the Jew Ruby(stein) before he could talk. At this moment in time the true facts regarding the destruction of the Twin Towers are not known but you can bet that the official explanation is entirely false. My guess is that the CIA, FBI and Mossad (at the top) knew in advance of the attacks and allowed them to go ahead, or they may even have organised them to stir up hatred for the Muslim Arabs and sympathy for Israel.

There is much evidence that the CIA has connections with satanic cults, drug dealing, laundering drug money, trading in women and children for sex and research into mind control. The so called MKULTRA project. “Manufacturing Killers Utilizing Lethal Tradecraft Requiring Assassinations". In other words, through the use of drugs and hypnosis they have reduced human beings to compliant assassins and sex objects. Secret Societies and Psychological Warfare, Michael Hofman. One of these K. Sullivan, claims she was made a whore and was abused by the likes of George Bush, Henry Kissinger and Robert Maxwell. The Franklin Cover Up. John Decamp.
Six months ago, one analyst predicted that the Jews would create “a major incident” and blame it on the Arabs, and make this the excuse for waging an all-out war on the Arab nations. Blair, leading Britain like an obedient poodle at the feet of America, and following his friend Bush, has declared "war on terrorism". That being the case, he should put a gun to his head and pull the trigger. Both Blair and Clinton, by enforcing UN sanctions against Iraq have been willing partners in the murder of an estimated million Iraqi children, deprived of milk and medicines. In the Gulf War the American use of depleted uranium poisoned 100,000 plus American and British soldiers (Gulf Syndrome) and thousands of Iraqi children are now dying of thyroid cancer and leukemia. The misnamed RAF and USAF bombed Serbia round-the-clock for over thirty days, doing billions in damage and killing many innocents. When America bombs other nations it is defence of freedom, but when America is bombed it is TERRORISM. "WE, THE JEWISH PEOPLE, CONTROL AMERICA AND THE AMERICANS KNOW IT". Ariel Sharon, Israeli P.M. American Paper, *The Truth at Last*. "Israel controls the U. S. Senate". Sen. William Fulbright before the Jews ousted him.

**ZOG behind America's disastrous foreign policy**

Edomite-controlled America is the master bullyboy of the modern age. They have bombed a dozen nations from Korea and Vietnam to Iraq and Serbia, and now Afghanistan. Their CIA has financed and trained a dozen terrorist organisations (including Bin Laden) and stirred up trouble everywhere round the world. Up until the end of May this year, Bush sent 43 million dollars to the Taliban (Source: Los Angeles Times). If it was not for their unstinted support for the Edomite bandit state of misnamed 'Israel', millions of Arabs would not hate and detest them. How they love to hit little nations which can't hit back, but daren't take on China over their systematic murder of the people of Tibet. Read American helicopter pilot Mason's book, *Chickenhawk*, for a real in sight into their bungling gung-ho (if it moves, bomb it) operations in Vietnam. They don't give a damn for their own troops, let alone the enemy. In Vietnam they poisoned thousands of their own men with the dioxin based 'Agent Orange'. If they had followed the simple Bible teaching they would not be in the mess
they are today: 1. NEVER APPOINT FOREIGNERS OVER YOU, Deut. 17:15; 2. MAKE NO TREATIES OR AGREEMENTS WITH FOREIGN NATIONS, Exodus, 23:32; 3. NEVER MEDDLE IN QUARRELS WHICH ARE NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS. Proverbs 26:17.

We must look into the Edomite Talmud for the real reason millions of Americans have been MURDERED IN UNNECESSARY WARS: "Extermination of Christians is a necessary sacrifice", "Take away the lives of non-Jews, kill them", "Even the best of the goyim deserves death." Consult the books at the end of the section on the Talmud for confirmation.

**America Responsible for the Four Year Long Drought in Afghanistan?**

Twenty-five years ago Zbigniew Brzynski, top adviser and right-hand man to American President Jimmy Carter declared, "Not only have new weapons been developed SPACE AND WEATHER CONTROL have replaced Suez or Gibraltar as key elements of strategy".

Long before this admission Professor MacDonald who served as scientific adviser to President Lyndon Johnson stated, "Techniques of weather modification could be employed to produce long periods of drought or storm, thereby weakening a nation's capacity and forcing it to accept the demands of a competitor".

Long ago the great scientist Nikola Tesla showed that it was possible to have electrical weather control. This could be achieved by directing huge electrical magnetic impulses into the jetstream, rapidly moving winds which control the weather at the surface of the earth. America has now developed this technique. Many of the droughts and storms of recent years which have taken millions of lives have been man-made. It is a 90% certainty that America caused the drought in Afghanistan. NOW THIS IS A REAL ACT OF TERRORISM, making America's food aid to the Afghans an act of BREATHTAKING HYPOCRISY.
Three World Wars Planned

Perhaps the real meaning to what is happening is contained in a letter written by Albert Pike, The Sovereign Grand Commander of the Ancient Scottish Rite of Freemasonry to the Italian Revolutionary, Guiseppi Mazzini, dated August 15th 1871. The letter was originally housed in the Library of the British Museum. THREE WORLD WARS WERE PLANNED IN ADVANCE to finally bring about "the destruction of Christianity" and its replacement with "the pure doctrine of Lucifer Since WWI and WWII have happened EXACTLY AS DETAILED IN THE LETTER there can be little doubt that WWIII will be brought about as stated.

WWI, Pike stated, was to be fomented to destroy Czarist Russia and to place that vast land under the direct control of the Illuminist agents. Russia was then to be used as a 'bogey man' to further the aims of the Illuminati worldwide.

WWII was to be fomented through manipulation of the differences that existed between German Nationalists and the political Zionists. This was to result in an expansion of Russian influence and the establishment of a State of Israel in Palestine.

WWIII was planned to result from the differences stirred up by Illuminati agents between the Zionists and the Arabs. The conflict was planned to spread worldwide.

The whole world is now facing the abyss. The 'Great Tribulation' foretold by the Lord Jesus Christ out of which, if God did not intervene, to "Cut short" those days "NO LIVING THING COULD SURVIVE", or as another translation has it, "ALL MANKIND WILL PERISH". This can only mean nuclear war. Matthew 24:22. The tribulation will be closely followed (31/2 years) by the Second Coming foretold in one verse out of twenty four in the New Testament alone.

"For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem"
(Isaiah 2:3)."
THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH

CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!

At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE